
An itinerary in Paris, designed for selected professionals, which brings together the addresses 
that make up the Parisian hotel and restaurant ecosystem.

Get an insight of the French Hospitality with private visits to new opened establishments in 
Paris.

Discover the Drawing House, an inspiring hotel on a human scale 
entirely dedicated to contemporary drawing, located just a few 
steps from the Gare Montparnasse.
143 rooms spread over nine floors welcome you in a unique 
place with an artistic dimension.
The Drawing House is the new establishment in the Drawing 
Hotel Collection orchestrated by the Drawing Society, a precursor 
of the hotel industry of the future: committed and thematic, 
entirely at the service of uses.

This new generation hotel shakes up and reinvents the classic 
concept of hospitality to suit the needs of today’s guests. 
Maison Mère becomes an authentic, connected, attentive and 
kind house full of friends, transforming the hospitality 
experience and way of life. Designed like an actual home, 
every space is personalised and authentic. Different materials, 
furniture, accessories, colours and sounds are used to define a 
clear identity for every living place in the hotel, linked together 
by a sophisticated common thread.



NOLINSKI PARIS – EVOK HOTELS

LE BRACH – EVOK HOTELS

SINNER – EVOK HOTELS

“Brach isn’t a hotel. It's a unique culture where poetic
mysteries and fertile surprises nourish the imagination.
Sensual and rigorous, minimal and motley, filled with raw and
modernist romanticism which serves the multicultural
influences of Africa, Asia and South America. It is an unusual
place that invites you to explore and travel." Philippe Starck
Cultivated, energetic, epicurean and aesthetic, Brach is a true
Paris treasure, part of its quarter, with its own codes and a
personality and spirit in a healthy body.
Generous, family-like, it embodies the values of sharing and
balance.

Just a stone throw away from the Comédie Française and the
Louvre stands a vibrant place of French “Art de vivre” : the
Nolinski Paris. This sublime, characterful haven bears the
signature eclectic refinement of interior designer Jean-Louis
Deniot. A minimalist reception area in Carrara marble. A
demand for respect. Excellence in hospitality.
Discretion assured in the private apartments of this exclusive
establishment, which holds the secret to combining manners
and social etiquette with contemporary aesthetics, classic
prestige, a touch of genius and dare.
For locals and visitors alike.

By settling in the heart of the lively, eclectic Marais, Sinner
breaks the rules of a luxury hotel. As it reveals its own take
on the city, it shares its vision of Parisian style, which is a
true departure from long-established traditions. Sinner
pushes back boundaries. It captures an irreverence without
renouncing the luxury and elegance characterizing the
capital’s finest addresses. Staying at Sinner is
(re)discovering Paris where religious heritage, history,
glamour, and mystery all mingle.



PARIS J’ADORE

LA DEMEURE MONTAIGNE

Located at 18 rue Clément Marot, a few steps from Avenue
Montaigne, this 5-star spa hotel combines the excellence of
the French hotel industry with the charm of a private mansion
where Parisian spirit and contemporary luxury are combined.
Behind its majestic Haussmannian façade, this timeless
address - with its bistronomic restaurant, hidden bar and
Thalgo Institute - invites you to experience Paris. With the
intimacy it exudes, La Demeure Montaigne is an
unclassifiable and intimate place, which welcomes
epicureans and lovers of Paris.

Paris j'Adore Hotel & Spa is a 5-star hotel-spa that invites
lovers to celebrate their passion in the heart of Paris. Luxurious
and eccentric, the hotel combines the best of French
classicism with seven unexpected themes. Marvel at the
monumental chandeliers, Venetian crystal, marble, swings,
French woodwork... Delicious local and international
specialities await you at Restaurant j'Adore, a themed
restaurant with a pleasant garden view and a bar, perfect for a
pre-dinner drink.
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